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Executive Summary 

 
 

DashTaxi project is a “baby” of a Dash cryptocurrency enthusiast, Maciej Krasowski, and             
a team of software developers, UX and UI designers, project managers and marketing             
specialists working under BinarApps, software development company cofounded by Maciej.          
The idea to build a solution which exploits Dash cryptocurrency potential comes mainly from a               
vast experience of BinarApps in building blockchain based products such as Token.io, Everest             
or BitBay but also Maciej’s personal drive to develop blockchain business and awareness via              
Blockchain Business Meetups. 
Under this proposal we want to present a plan for developing the first ridesharing application -                
DashTaxi - with its distinctive feature of Dash cryptocurrency payments and request funding for              
the development of MVP Android application.  
Why ridesharing? 
We believe that Dash cryptocurrency can become the first choice of micropayments and the              
way we think it can be achieved is through a service there is a demand for but at the same time                     
is a pioneer thanks to the Dash payment solution it incorporates. In our opinion this is a perfect                  
environment to boost the adoption of Dash instant payments, promote Dash and its unique              
features and finally to support Dash Evolution. 
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Project Description 

 
 
DashTaxi is a long term, thought through project and therefore with the development strategy              
spanning till 2020. We have started the work on this project by asking ourselves: What are the                 
goals we want to achieve by introducing DashTaxi? We have listed them in the following way: 
 
 

Mission  Vision 

 
- introducing Dash to passenger    

transport market 
- popularization of Dash   

cryptocurrency via creation of an     
example of an application based on      
such technology, used in everyday     
life  and with high media potential. 

 
- showcase of DashTaxi opportunities 
- building an application that is used      

globally and is an easy entrance to the        
world of cryptocurrencies and modern     
forms of transport 

 
 
 

Economic goals  Brand image goals 

 
- acquiring 2000 drivers in the first 

year 
- popularization among customers 

500k trips in the first year  
- gathering valuable feedback from 

customers and drivers (at least 15% 
of users will share their opinion with 
us) 

- building brand communication 
channels exceeding the reach of 
500.000 people 

- building a user return rate of at least 
25% in the first year 

- 100000 of registered passengers in 
the first year 

 
- building a sense of security and trust 

(brands and Dash cryptocurrency) 
- reducing the mental barrier of entry into 

cryptocurrencies  
- popularizing the use of Dash 

cryptocurrency in everyday life 
- building high awareness of the 

DashTaxi brand in South America and 
the grounds for global expansion 
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One of the very first choices we had to make when planning the development of DashTaxi was                 
the pilot market we want to target. Knowing that we want the solution to be introduced first in the                   
places where it can bring high value we think the best decision is to start testing in Venezuela.                  
An extensive market research proves the decision is right. 
 
The question on where to launch the solution first was not the only one we had to find the                   
answer to and hence we have carried a number of analysis which you can find the details of                  
here: dash.taxi/marketing-strategy.pdf 

Where are we now? 

 

:: PoC Android App 
 
Knowing what we want to achieve we have decided to build a PoC Android App to demonstrate                 
our capabilities in developing mobile apps and prove the technological choices we made were              
correct. Make sure to check the below video to get the feel of what we are working towards. 
 
https://youtu.be/xAqqBUY3J2s 

:: Videos & Animations 
 
Simultaneously we have been working on sample promotional videos and animations which 
give the idea of how we see the application working, what is the environment we are working in 
and what is the story behind DashTaxi project. 
 
https://youtu.be/bMiCiZMeM_k 
 
https://youtu.be/eZD4CQzFbKI 

:: DashTaxi website and dash.taxi domain 
What our UX/Graphic designers and frontend developers have also prepared is a web page 
under www.dash.taxi. We have been also lucky to be contacted with the owner of dash.taxi 
domain and after 3 months of negotiations we are  the owner of dash.taxi domain. 
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Project Timeline 

 
The very first milestone in the DashTaxi development project is building an Android MVP which               
we have planned to deliver in 6 steps starting from the 1st of July till the end of October. 
The time required to complete each of the steps has been estimated based on user stories                
detailed in the backlog and represents the total time required to actively develop and test the                
application but also to follow SCRUM methodology phases. 
 
Below you can see our Android MVP roadmap: 

 

Yet, this is just a chunk of DashTaxi development strategy broken down into milestones 
till the end of 2020 as below: 
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Technical Specification 

 

:: Infrastructure 
Thinking of DashTaxi project infrastructure and making technological choices we have           

been focused on the 2 core aspects of the system we are building and we want to develop:                  
scalability and flexibility. Hence the decision to work on Kotlin Android application with Ruby on               
Rails API system, and using Amazon Web Services. With such infrastructure we will be able to                
build upon MVP, let the project grow with the increasing number of clients and work               
simultaneously on new deliverables such as iOS Application. 
The specific technologies used while building DashTaxi MVP so far are well visualised in the               
below schema: 
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:: MVP backlog 
 
The scope of MVP for DashTaxi Android Application and REST API system            

implementation has been defined during weekly discovery workshops carried out internally.           
Knowing how important it is to get different perspectives when specifying MVP, we involved              
developers, testers, UX and UI specialists, all having different focus and therefore            
complementing one another. What we have achieved during the workshop is the below backlog,              
broken down into user stories, covering both passenger and driver section within the application              
which is a key element of the entire development strategy. 

 
 
Activity  Task  MVP 
The Passenger  Registration   
 The Passenger gives his personal data  
 The Passenger gets the verification code  
 The Passenger can login to app X 
The Passenger  Dash account   
 The system generates the DashWallet for the 

Passenger 
 

 The Passenger can see the state of his account in 
Dash 

X 

 The Passenger can see QR code with his DashWallet 
address 

 
 

The Passenger  Requesting  the ride   
 The Passenger provides the destination address X 
 The Passenger provides the starting point X 
 The Passenger sees the estimated cost of the ride 

Dash 
X 

 The Passenger gets the information about the lack of 
funds to order a ride 

 

The Passenger  Waiting for the driver   
 The Passenger sees which car and  driver takes his 

ride 
X 

 The Passenger cancels the ride (within a reasonable 
time) 

X 

 The Passenger is charged for the ride (the system 
blocks the amount of money on the passenger 

X 
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account) 

 The Passenger is charged for canceling route in non- 
reasonable time 

 

 The Passenger can send/receive the message from 
the driver 

 

 The Passenger can call the driver / receive the call 
from the driver 

 

The Passenger  The ride   
 The Passenger can follow his route on the map (live)  
 The Passenger can inform the Support about the 

non-standard situation during the ride 
 

 The Passenger can cancel the ride X 
 The Driver can cancel the ride  
 The Driver confirms the end of the ride X 
 The Passenger can submit a complaint to the driver  
The Passenger  After the ride   
 The Passenger can browse the history of his rides 

(and bills) in the app 
 

 The Passenger gets a notification about the finished 
ride 

X 

 The Passenger can submit a complaint to the ride  

 
 
Activity  Task  MVP 
The Driver  Sign up   
 The Driver provides personal data  
 The Driver provides car data  
 The Driver confirms terms and conditions  
 The Driver gets the verification SMS  
 The Driver confirms the verification SMS  
 The system generates the DashWallet for the Driver  
 The Driver has access to the manual from any place 

in the app 
 

The Driver  Taking the ride   
 The Driver flags himself as ready to taking rides X 
 The Driver gets the notification about the new ride 

available 
X 

 The Driver can ignore the ride request X 
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 The Driver can reject the ride request X 
 The Driver can accept the ride request X 
The Driver  Going for the passenger   
 The Driver is assigned to the ride X 
 The Driver can see the Passenger profile X 
 The Driver can see the ride route  
 The Driver can cancel the ride X 
 The Driver makes a call to the Passenger X 
 The Driver texts  the Passenger  
 The Driver confirms the start of the ride X 
 The Driver confirms the end of the ride X 
The Driver  After the ride   
 The Driver's account has been supplied by Dash (with 

deduction of commissions) 
X 

 The Driver can evaluate the Passenger in one 
category 

 

 The Driver can report an event to the support  
 The Driver can see his wallet balance DASH X 
 The driver may have deducted funds for the ride in 

relation to the reported complaint by the passenger 
 

 
 The Driver can request for DASH withdraw for his 

private address 
 

:: Project methodology 
Apart from technological solutions we have also taken into consideration the DashTaxi            

project management approach. The decision was driven by the need to develop the product in a                
consistent way where the work is both delivered and verified quickly and the required changes               
are implemented on the go. Hence the choice of Agile methodology. Working with Scrum and               
weekly sprints we want to be fully transparent with the Dash community on the progress of work                 
not only within a given sprint but also monthly development cycles.  

:: Team Setup 
While working on the PoC we have established a team fully dedicated to DashTaxi              

project and covering mobile and backend development side as well as quality assurance,             
graphic design, UX & UI design and project management. Our recommendation for the MVP              
development is to continue with the team consisting of: 
 

3 Android developers, 2 Backend developers, QA Specialists, UI & UX Specialist, 
Project Manager 
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Marketing Strategy 
For more details: dash.taxi/marketing-strategy.pdf 

 

:: 360 brand communication 
 

1. Communication characteristics 
 
Brand communication should focus on the benefits coming from the use of Dash             
cryptocurrency. Compared to the competitors, this is an advantage that will have the greatest              
impact on building brand awareness among consumers. 
For drivers, this will mean immediate payments for drives or flexibility in settling their incomes.               
When it comes to passengers, it will give a possibility to use an alternative in the event of an                   
increase in the value of the currency in the portfolio and an easy way to use the cryptocurrency                  
owned by them.  
Looking at the conditions of the Venezuelan market, we are focusing on the independence of               
Dash cryptocurrency from the local economies. The key objective is to build a sense of security                
and stability. 
 

2. Organic media 
 
Website - We use it mainly for information purposes. It focuses on the functionality of the                
application, answers the most important questions and facilitates the process of getting support             
if needed. It must be easy enough for the user to start using the application. It also directs to                   
other communication channels. 
 
Social media - A channel to communicate about the milestones and interact with application              
users and cryptocurrency communities. A very important channel in maintaining the interest of             
the community. 
 
Blog / off-site content - The channel is mainly used to educate the community and build                
awareness about Dash cryptocurrency. The content will concern to the use of cryptocurrencies             
in today's world. You can also post content that is related to further development of the                
application. 
 
Newsletter - The channel is mainly used as a support for others. The main communication is                
about promotions and milestones of the application. 
 
In app communication - mainly for current promotion / new features. 
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3. Paid media 
Google Ads 

 
Google is everywhere people are looking for information about what to do, where to go, or what                 
to buy. DashTaxi commercials can appear on Google when the user is looking for services               
similar to those offered by our application. 
 
Advertising displayed on your computer or phone at the right time can turn any user into a                 
valuable customer. Google with 178 000 000 hits is the most popular site in Venezuela. 
 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

- Instant results on couple of platforms 
(search engine, display network, 
youtube) 

- Exposure in biggest search engine 
in Venezuela 

- Relevant ads 
- Full control of our ads 
- Only pays for clicks 

 

- Competitive environment 
- Variable costs 
- Restrictions related to Google Ads rules 
- Stops when budget is done 
- People have more trust in organic 

SERP results 

 
Facebook Ads 

 
Facebook marketing is a very effective way for us to interact and engage with our audience.                
This social platform has got a huge reach, Facebook in Venezuela have over 14M active user                
per month, and give us the possibility to retarget users that start the sign-up process but don’t                 
complete it. According to HubSpot research, 71% of people are more likely to purchase when               
referred by social media. [HubSpot] 
 
 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

 
- Microtargeting on real people 

accounts not cookies 
- Biggest Social Platform in 

Venezuela with over 14M users 
- Lookalike Audiences to extend reach 

 
- Strict policy about cryptocurrency 

advertising!!! 
- Diminished Organic Reach 
- Stops when budget is done 
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Programmatic 
 
Programmatic buying guarantees automatic, effective and fast reaching of personalized          
advertisements to a selected group of recipients in the network. Thanks to our knowledge of the                
user, his features and behaviours, we are able to create a personalized advertising message.              
Properly matched and constructed advertising means a higher conversion rate and a            
well-managed advertising budget. 
 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

- Narrowly-focused targeting 
- Premium ads spots 
- Customized rich media formats 

 

- Higher price 
- Not enough flexibility 
- Higher percentage of bot ad fraud 

 
SEO 

 
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is a strategy in which search engines find and rank our 
website higher than the large number of different websites in light of a similar keywords. In 
Venezuela over 19M people are active users of web, and 97% of them use Google search 
engine to look for information. 
 
 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

- Results you get will last at least until 
the next major algorithm update 

- SEO delivers continual, free traffic 
- Users are 8 times more likely to click 

on an organic result than they are a 
paid search result 

 

- SEO takes time, and it’s not a quick fix 
- No Guaranteed Success 
- Limitation of the possibility to modify 

advertisements and keywords 
compared to PPC 
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:: Word-of-mouth marketing 
Word of mouth marketing is an easy way to spread the word about our idea. People trust other                  
people and the experiences they have to report, which means that when they hear from a friend                 
or a consumer about DashTaxi, they are more likely to buy. About 84 percent of customers                
make essential purchasing decisions based on the recommendations of friends and           
acquaintances, which make this a powerful influence. [Nielsen] 
 
 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

- create trust with our brand 
- long term value 
- low cost 

 

- spread slowly 
- problem with GA tracking 
- negative feedback effect 
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Budget Requirements 

 
With this proposal we are requesting the funding for 2 months of project implementation starting 
from 31st of July 2019 and finishing with the end of September 2019.  We have broken down 
the entire budget calculation into the following elements: 
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Conclusions 

 
We believe that DashTaxi, as a Dash-based application, can significantly contribute to the 
promotion of this cryptocurrency and have a huge impact on  the dissemination of such 
solutions in everyday life. Everything becomes even more feasible thanks to the upcoming Dash 
Evolution, which will allow us to develop the product much further. We want it to be a model 
application for those who see the potential of Dash cryptocurrency. 
 
Let us emphasize it  it again, we see a great potential in the upcoming revolution of the service 
sector. Dash can be a part of it and now we know it. Our idea is built on a robust market 
research, Dash cryptocurrency knowledge and software development expertise. These are the 
bullet points arising from this proposal: 

- part of app development is already completed by us (circa 10%) 
- we conducted many analyses that prove the main rationale behind this solution 
- we as BinarApps have a clear vision of this project, we have full skillset to make it work 
- we have a very realistic approach towards the  funding for this app, we set the stages 

where we want to be evaluated and then proceed further 
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About us 

 
BinarApps is a software design firm developing custom web and mobile software solutions for              
international growth startups which employ a team of over 70 software developers, graphics and              
UX designers, system architects, quality assurance specialists and project managers. The           
company is centrally located in Poland, in the city of Lodz and serves clients from sixteen                
countries on four continents and has successfully completed over 100 projects from a diverse              
range of business fields. 

In order to provide results suitable to the needs of our clients, we work as an extension of their                   
core technical team and report directly to their technical co-founders, CTO, or product owners. 

Where needed, we are capable of managing the CTO role in the company, designing the tech                
development roadmap and managing the development process from beginning to end; We            
started cooperation with many clients of ours at a very early stage of their development, built                
products and services from scratch and continued cooperation as a tech partner maintaining the              
systems and developing new features in accordance with the changing environment of modern             
business. 

Our wide experience in FinTech, IoT, Health, Media/Video, Big Data and many others verticals              
have allowed us to accumulate and deploy a team of highly skilled professionals, with more than                
competitive results in every one of our projects. You can find more information about our               
accomplishments, working style and client stories at our website (https://binarapps.com). 

Our profile and client reviews can also be found at Clutch.co (clutch.co/profile/binarapps). 

The most popular services in BinarApps offering: 

● Tech support to CTOs, founders and executives at high growth tech companies, 
● Custom software development in the following technologies: 
● Ruby, Java, Node.js, Python, Go, 
● React.js, Angular.js, Vue.js, 
● native mobile applications on iOS (Swift, Vapor) and Android (Kotlin, Java) 
● cross-platform mobile solutions (React Native, Flutter) 
● Blockchain development (Solidity, Hyperledger, IPFS) 
● IoT (sensors, cameras, beacons, transmitters, complex hardware) 
● Building remote tech teams as alternative to hiring IT staff locally – flexibility, lead time               

teams of 2-6 software developers supported by in-house quality assurance and project            
management specialists, 

● Provision of CTO role, either temporarily or permanent 
● Technical consulting: 
● product and service design workshops, 
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● business and tech analysis 
● mockups 
● project valuation 
● Building MVPs / prototypes to be tested with potential customers or presented to             

investors or clients.  
Last but not least, BinarApps is a place which fosters creativity and innovation, this is thanks to 
a group of exceptional people who develop it each and every day. Check the video from out 5th 
anniversary to get the feel of what atmosphere we work in and “Who we are”: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrcVC5xB6AQ. 
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